If Z is an interval in iw we define an operator S, by setting (S,f)^ = 31, L where f denotes the Fourier transform of J Let (Zk)F be a sequence of disjoint intervals and set m-x) = (F lS,,/(xi12)' *.
Rubio de Francis [2] has proved the following theorem THEOREM A. Assume rhat 2 d p < co. Then there exists a constant C, such that (1) It is also proved that C, may be chosen independently of the sequence (Zk);U. We shall give here an alternative proof of the basic inequality in the proof of (1) .
A reduction argument in [2] shows that in proving the theorem one may assume that (2) We let (Zk)y be a sequence satisfying (2) and let (I$), denote the intervals Z in the sequence which satisfy 2" < )I[ < 2k + ', k E Z. Choose integers n{ such that n',2k E Z{. Then choose a function cp in the Schwartz class Y such that 4,(t) = 1, 151 < 2, and @,(i;) = 0, 141 >, 3, where
We then set q{(x) = 2kq(2k~) ei2n2k4x so that We define operators G and M, by setting
where A4 denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. The main step in the proof in [2] is the inequality
which is proved for every bounded function f with compact support. Here (Gf )" denotes the sharp maximal function of Gf (see Fefferman and Stein Cl]).
We shall give here an alternative proof of (3). Let 1, denote an interval and assume that x0 E Z,. We have to prove that
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since CI((p{)j2 < C. We shall now estimate B(x). We first set Ji= We conclude that B(x) G C442"Kd XE z,.
It remains to estimate C(x) and we therefore assume k 6 k, + 2. We have 
